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With nine films up for the Oscar Awards 2017 Live for Best Picture, the favorite seems to be “La La 

Land,” the homage to Hollywood’s era of love story musicals. The movie is up for 14 Oscars, Best 

Picture and lead actor and actress nominations included.  However, the night may likely be remembered 

more for its political slant then for the awards handed out, if other award shows this year are any 

indication. Talk about time management: Harris had a three-day break from promoting her James Bond 

film Spectre (she plays Moneypenny) to shoot Moonlight. That meant setting aside red carpets and 

designer gowns to get into the mindset of a crack addict.  
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They took me straight from the airport to set," she recalls. "I didn’t realize I was going to be wearing 

these tiny little shorts — my first scene was deep crack addiction, so obviously she doesn’t (care) what 

she’s wearing. That’s when I got a little scared. I was like, 'Oh, my gosh, I’m really going to have to go 

for this. Director Damien Chazelle's modern musical didn't always start as a cold open with that highway 

dance number, Another Day of Sun. Originally, "there was pre-intro stuff," he says, including opening 

credits set to an overture. He'd also intended to begin with Ryan Gosling's and Emma Stone's characters 

in their cars before launching into the number. When we got into the edit, it wasn’t working," says 
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Chazelle, who restructured the number. Another late decision, "almost down to the wire, was putting the 

title card right at the end of that number" instead of the beginning.  

Now, the way La La Land's yellow title appears just as doors slam on the ramp is regarded as a signature 

start. To film a scene in which Hedges' teenage character has an emotional breakdown after the death of 

his father (Kyle Chandler), the Oscar-nominated star spent the entire day in silence. By the time cameras 

rolled, his need to communicate would be greater than any fear of getting it wrong — a piece of advice 

given to him by his mentor, Mary-Louise Parker. "The result was a buildup inside of me," Hedges says. "I 

took a risk and the dam came crashing down. The circular patterns originated in Eric Heisserer's early 

drafts of the Oscar Awards 2017 Live Stream screenplay. “I drew something for my wife (TV 

writer/producer Christine Boylan) to show her what I was thinking of, to see if I could get her to come up 

with a different metaphor, and her decision was 'Just put that in the script,' ” he says.  

The idea that blotches were where the words and phrases were nested" was refined in the inky moving 

masses designed by artist Martine Bertrand. Playing unsung NASA math hero Katherine Johnson meant 

Henson was always decked out in retro 1960s attire. But that also included wearing the throwback 

underwear of the era, including corsets and girdles. “That snatches you into a perfect stature. You have no 

choice,” Henson laughs. “Women back then carried themselves not as loosely as the women do today 

because they were strapped down and pinned down. 

How To Watch Oscar Awards 2017 Live Stream Online?  

Patel dove into the emotional deep end on Lion, shooting the tear-jerking finale of Saroo Brierley's true 

story first. Actual villagers appear in the scene where Saroo returns to India, erupting with the same joy 

with which they had greeted Brierley. "The villagers were just reacting off the energy we created," says 

Patel, who plays an adoptee who searches for his birth family with the help of Google Earth technology. 

"It was one of those rare moments where you are completely lost in something. 

Bridges got real-life guidance Oscar Awards 2017 Live in prepping for his Oscar-nominated role. The 

actor worked closely with Texas Ranger Joaquin Jackson, who wrote his memoir One Ranger in 2005 and 

died in 2016, just before the film's release. Bridges calls Jackson "one of the greatest Texas Rangers ever" 

and modeled his Marcus after him, from his walk to his demeanor. "He'd make little adjustments, too, 

right down to where the badge is placed over the left pocket. 
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